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Abstract
The Bragg gap that stops wave propagationmay not be formed from zero or a very low frequency
unless the periodicity of a periodic system is unrealistically large. Accordingly, the Bragg gap has been
considered to be inappropriate for low frequency applications despite its broad bandwidth.Here, we
report a newmechanism that allows formation of the Bragg gap starting from a nearly zero frequency.
Themechanism is based on the ﬁnding that if additional spinmotion is coupledwith the longitudinal
motion of amass of a diatomicmechanical periodic system, the Bragg gap starting from anearly zero
frequency can be formed. The theoretical analysis shows that the effectivemass and stiffness at the
band gap frequencies are all positive, conﬁrming that the formed stop band is a Bragg gap. The
periodic system is realized by a spin-harnessedmetamaterial which incorporates unique linkage
mechanisms. The numerical and experimental validation conﬁrmed the formation of the low-
frequency Bragg gap. The zero-frequency Bragg gap is expected to open a newway to control hard-to-
shield low-frequency vibration and noise.
1. Introduction
ABragg gap is a stop band originating fromdestructive interferences of scatteringwaves in periodic structures
[1, 2], such as phononic or photonic crystals. It has been applied to design variouswavemanipulating devices
includingwave-guides [3–6], frequency ﬁlters [7–10] andwave diodes [11–14]. The size of a Bragg gap can be
large, but its formation at a very low frequency band has been considered theoretically impossible unless
unrealistically large periodicity is considered. Due to the theoretic limit, previous research has considered other
principles to form very low-frequency stop bands. In particular, resonantmetamaterials have been intensively
studied [15–23] because negative effectivematerial properties attained near the resonant frequency can stop
wave propagation.However, the resulting stop band is generally narrow comparedwith the stop band formed by
the Bragg phenomenon.Other attempts using the plasmonic effects have beenmade to achieve ultra-low
frequency stop bands. Lee et al [24, 25] utilized the notion of acoustic plasmonics to design acoustic
metamaterials exhibiting negativematerial properties at quasi-static frequencies. In elasticity, Yao et al [26] and
Yu et al [27]proposed elasticmetamaterials supported by elastic foundations, also realizing quasi-static stop
bands.However, these approaches require externalﬁxation to themetamaterial, which is difﬁcult to realize in
general applications. Recently, Oh et al [28] proposedﬂexural elasticmetamaterials based on zero rotational
stiffness. However, nomechanism to form a broad Bragg gap at extremely low frequencies was explored for
general periodic systems.
Through this study, we present our newmechanism to form aBragg gap at extremely low frequencies. For
the investigation, we consider longitudinal waves the polarization direction of which are parallel to their
propagation directions. To explain our idea, consider a diatomic lattice consisting of two dissimilarmasses (M
andm,M>m) connected through springs of stiffness k, as shown inﬁgure 1(a). In the diatomic lattice, the
lower band-edge frequency of the Bragg gap is given by k M2Lw = / that corresponds to a standingwave
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motion [29]. AtωL, two heaviermassesM in adjacent unit cellsmove in the opposite directions while the lighter
massm between them remains stationary. Therefore, the springs connectingM andm are compressed or
stretched.
Our newmechanism is based on the idea that the lower band-edge frequencyωL can become zero if the
deformation of the connecting springs vanishes. To fulﬁll zero spring deformation, we newly introduce a unique
mechanism that harnesses additional spinmotion to the lightermassm; the connecting springs can have no
deformation even if the longitudinalmotions ofM andm are the same as those in the original system. The unit
cell having the spin-harnessedmetamaterial is sketched inﬁgure 1(b). Due to the linkagemechanisms attached
to the lightermassm and the spring k,m is allowed to spin about its center. To couple the additional spinmotion
with the longitudinalmotion ofm, two skew-symmetrically installed rigid links are inserted betweenm and k. To
allow the links to rotate freely, pinned joints are employed for connection. As shown inﬁgure 1(b), themassm of
the spin-harnessedmetamaterial rotates without longitudinalmotionwhen two adjacentmassesMmove along
the opposite longitudinal directions atωL. Because of the rotation, the connecting springs remain undeformed,
makingωL (nearly) zero and realizing a Bragg gap at extremely low frequencies.
It is worthmentioning that there have been some attempts to utilize rotationalmotion to achieve special
elasticmetamaterials. For instance, chiral elasticmetamaterials [18, 30, 31] utilizing the rotationalmotionwere
concernedwith the realization of negative elastic parameters. Unlike in these studies, ourmechanism
incorporates the rotationalmotion to form a zero-frequency Bragg gap for general periodic systems, which has
not been realized or studied previously. The idea of inertia ampliﬁcation has been studied [32–34] to realize
broad stop bands at low frequencies, but their physical origin is different from the Bragg gap considered here.
Themethods to achieve a very low frequency Bragg gap in a systemof granular crystals [35–37] appear hard to be
used for general periodic systems.
This work proposes a newmechanism to form a zero-frequency Bragg gap in a general periodic systemby
using spin-harnessedmetamaterials. The validity of the proposedmechanism is checked both numerically and
experimentally. Considering the importance of the zero-frequency stop band in various vibration applications,
the proposedmechanism is expected to open a newway in various broad-band low frequency vibration devices.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a newmechanism of spin-harnessedmetamaterial will be
introduced. In section 3, numerical and experimental validation of the proposedmechanismwill be given.
Conclusions are drawn in section 4.
2.Mechanismof spin-harnessedmetamaterial
Webeginwith the theoretical investigation of the spring deformation aswell as the actualmotion of amass–
spring system allowing the spinmotion ofmassm; the correspondingmodel is illustrated in ﬁgure 2(a). For the
analysis, allmasses are assumed tomove only along the x axis but the additional spinmotion is allowed in the
lightermassm. To describe thewave physics of the resulting spin-harnessedmetamaterial system,we employ the
general approach to identify the effectivemass and stiffness of a target systemby comparing its wave equations
with those in a generalmonatomic lattice. In this section, the involved physics of the spin-harnessed
metamaterial systemwill be explained after the effective parameters of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial shown
inﬁgure 2(a) are deﬁnedﬁrst.
Figure 1.Comparison of (a) the conventional periodic system and (b) proposed spin-harnessed periodic system. (ωL: the lower band-
edge frequency of a Bragg gap.)
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2.1.Derivation of dispersion equation and effective parameters.
At the initial conﬁguration, the spinningmass is assumed tomake an angle of θ0 with respect to the x-axis as in
ﬁgure 2(b). In addition, the rigid link connecting the lightermassm and the spring k and damperCS is assumed
to be perpendicular to themassm. From the geometry of the initial conﬁguration shown in the leftﬁgure of
ﬁgure 2(b), the following equation can be derived:
b a L aL a L aL
1
2
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2
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2
0 2
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whereα0 is deﬁned as 2 .0 0a p q= -/ When themassm spins, θ0 and a are changed accordingly. Even if a is
varied byΔa as the result of the angle change, as illustrated inﬁgure 2(b), the following relationmust hold:
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Combining equations (1) and (2) yields
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which can be re-written as
aL a a a aLsin sin 2 sin , 4n n0 0 2 0a q a a q+ - = D + D - D +[ ( ) ] ( ) ( )
or
aL a a a aL2 cos 2 sin 2 2 sin . 5n n n0 2 0a q q a q+ = D + D - D +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )/ /
The symbol θn denotes the rotation angle of the nth spinning (or lighter)mass as inﬁgure 2(a). If the rotation
angle of the spinningmass is sufﬁciently small, linear approximation is possible. In this case, one can assume
that cos 2 cos ,n0 0a q a+ ~( )/ sin 2 2,n nq q~( )/ / sin sinn0 0a q a+ ~( ) and a 0.2D ~ With these
approximations, equation (5) can be reduced to
aL a a Lcos 2 sin . 6n 0 0q a a= D -( ) ( )
Because the spinningmass and the attached links are skew-symmetrically conﬁgured, one can show that
Δa= u u 2,n
R
n
L-( )/ where unL and unR shown inﬁgure 2(a) denote the longitudinal displacements at the left
and right sides of the pinned links connected to the spinningmassm, respectively. As a result, one can obtain the
following equationwhich relates θn to un
R and un
L as
a L
aL
a
a L
aL
u u F u u
2 sin
cos
2 sin
2 cos
, 7n n
R
n
L
n
R
n
L
0
0
0
0
q aa
a
a=
- D = - - º -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where the parameter F is deﬁned as F a L aL2 sin 2 cos .0 0a a= -( )/ The geometric relation in equation (7)
will be used in deriving the equation ofmotion.
Figure 2. (a)Mass–spring systemof the spin-harnessedmetamaterial and (b) the undeformed and deformed conﬁgurations of the
spinningmass during longitudinal wave propagation.
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In the nth unit cell consisting of the largermassM and the spinning lightermassm, the following equations
ofmotion can be derived:
‐ for themassM:
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‐ for the spinningmassm:
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while Im is the rotational inertia of the spinningmass andTn
L andTn
R are the forces acting through the left and
right links. Their positive directions are indicated inﬁgure 2(a). Also, cos cosn 0a a~ is assumed since the
rotation angle of the spinningmass is sufﬁciently small. (Note thatαn is the angle between the rigid link and the
x-axis duringwave propagation, as shown inﬁgure 2(b).) Since the connecting links are rigid,Tn
L andTn
R can be
expressed in terms of the spring and damping forces as
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In equation (9), only the x-directional components ofTn
L andTn
R are considered because the left and right
sides of the spinningmass aremade tomove along the x direction only. This constraint produces the constraint
reaction forces in the y direction at the hinge joints where un
L and un
R aremeasured and these forces
counterbalance the angularmomentumof the spinningmassm.
For time-harmonicmotion of angular frequencyω, equations (8) and (9) can be re-written as
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where t iw¶ ¶ =/ is used. In equation (10), the complex-valued k˜ is deﬁned as k k Ci .sw= +˜ Substituting
equation (7) into equation (10c) yields
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If equations (10b) and (10f) are combined, the following equation can be obtained
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If the variables un
R and un
L are eliminated, one can derive an equation involving the variable un only, so that
the effective parameters can be deﬁned. To express u u,n
R
n
L( ) in terms of un, equations (11a), (11b) and
equations (10d), (10e) are combined as
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Substituting equations (14a), (14b) to equation (10a) yields
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To obtain the dispersion equation in the periodic system, the Floquet–Bloch condition is used as
u u qDexp in n1 = -+ ( )where q andD are thewavevector and periodicity, respectively [29]. Then, equation (15)
is reduced to
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If equation (16a) is viewed as the dispersion relation for amonatomicmass–spring system, it can be re-
writtenwith the effectivemass and stiffness as [29]
M K qD a4 sin 2 , 17eff 2 eff 2w = ( ) ( )/
where the effectivemass and stiffness parameters for the spin-harnessedmetamaterial are deﬁned as
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2.2.Wave physics of zero-frequency Bragg gap
Figure 3 plots the dispersion curve, the effectivemassMeff and stiffnessKeff calculated by equation (17) at various
frequencies. Note that the detailed values of the parameters used to plot ﬁgure 3, such asM orm, will be given in
section 3.However, thewave physics explained in this section generally hold. Also, the damping coefﬁcientCs
appearing in the actual systemwas not considered to explain the physics of the spin-harnessed systembetter. The
dispersion curve plotted inﬁgure 3(b) shows that a stop band is formed from0Hz to frequency
f k m2 21 p= / / Hz. To conﬁrm that the formed stop band is a Bragg gap, we argue that (1) the real value of the
wavevector q isπ/Dand that (2) both of the effectivemass and stiffness are positive in this frequency range; see
ﬁgure 3(b) [29]. It is remarked that the Bragg gap occurs if the left term in equation (17a), M ,eff 2w becomes
larger than the right term, 4Keff. In this case, there exists no real-valued q that can satisfy thewave dispersion
equation in equation (17a) [29]. Therefore, both the effectivemass and stiffness should be positive in the Bragg
gap; if either the effectivemassMeff or stiffnessKeff were negative, the formed stop bandwould not be a Bragg
gap. (This type of band gaps has been actively studied using resonance-basedmetamaterials because they can
yield negative parameters for the formation of a stop band.) Inﬁgure 3(b), it can be clearly observed thatKeff is
extremely small for frequencies between 0Hz and f1Hz and therebyMeffω
2 is larger than 4Keff. BecauseMeff
>0,Keff>0 and qD is complex-valued between 0Hz and f1Hz, the formed stop band in the frequency range
can be clearly identiﬁed as a Bragg gap starting fromωL=0.Note thatKeff=0 at f=0Hz in the proposed
mass–spring system, which indicates that the spinningmassm at f=0Hzwill simply rotate and do not transfer
any longitudinal force along the x directionwhen an external force is applied at the left end of the spin-harnessed
metamaterial system.However, zero transmission of the longitudinal force could cause a structural stability
issue in practical applications; see the appendix formore details about the stability issue.
In the pass band between f k m2 21 p= / / Hz and f k m M mM2 22 p= +( )/ / Hz, thewave speed is
negative because the effectivemass and stiffness are simultaneously negative as evidenced byﬁgure 3(b). The
negative wave speed is expected because the dispersion curve between f1 and f2 corresponds to the optical branch
of a general diatomicmass–spring system. The notion of effective parametersmay not be useful for an optical
branch because the frequency range of a typical optical branch usually exceeds the homogenization limit. If an
optical branch is formed at sufﬁciently low frequencies below the homogenization limit, however, the notion of
effective parameters can be useful. As proven in the previousworks on the coiling up space [38–40], the optical
branch appearing below the homogenization limit yields double negativity, which can be clearly seen in
ﬁgure 3(b).
Finally, we examine thewave behavior of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial system above f2Hz. In this
frequency range, a broad stop band is formed because only the effective stiffness is negative. This behavior can
also be predicted because a semi-inﬁnitely wide stop band is formed after the optical branch. In the actual spin-
Figure 3. (a)Mass–spring systemof the spin-harnessedmetamaterial and (b) the dispersion curve, effectivemass and spring stiffness
of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial.
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harnessedmetamaterial system, however, there can be another wave branch because it has continuum
characteristics, which cannot be fully described by the theoretic investigation based on the discretemass–spring
system.
In the previous investigations, the dispersion curve and the effective parameters were evaluated for the
lossless case. In the actual spin-harnessedmetamaterial, however, dampingmay not be ignored. Therefore, the
effect of the damping on the zero-frequency Bragg gap is also studied. Figure 4 plots the dispersion curve and the
effective parameters for the undamped and damped case.Note that only the real values are plotted in theﬁgures.
For the undamped case, the effective parameters are all real-valued over all frequencies. For the damped case,
however, the effective parameters are complex-valued because of damping, but the stop band frequencies for the
damped case are notmuch altered for those of the undamped case. Therefore, the dispersion analysis using the
results for the undamped case can be used to predict wave behavior in the damped case.
The analysis in this section shows that if an additional spinningmotion is added to the lightermass, the Bragg
gap starting from zero frequency can be achieved. Because the Bragg gap is usually broader than the stop band
achieved by the internal resonance phenomena, the stop band formed by using the proposed spin-harnessed
metamaterial can form a broad band gap starting from zero frequency. For instance, one can realize an extremely
broad stop band from0Hz to f k m2 21 p= / / Hzby increasing f1 with adjusted k andm values.
2.3.Wave transmission for theﬁnite spin-harnessedmetamaterial system
In the previous section, the spin-harnessedmetamaterial of inﬁnite length is considered. In actualmetamaterial
realization, however, themetamaterial should be ﬁnite. Therefore, we should checkwhether the Bragg gap is
actually formed in a low-frequency range for the case of the ﬁnite-length spin-harnessedmetamaterial.
Figure 5 shows theﬁnite version ofmass–spring system shown inﬁgure 2; the system consists ofN number
ofmassM. In this case, the resulting system consists ofN− 1 unit cells and the transmission ratio can be deﬁned
as u u .N 1∣ ∣/ Toderive it analytically, the transfermatrix approachwill be employed. First, equations (8a)–(8c)
and (9a), (9b) are written for each unit cell as:
Figure 4.The dispersion curve, effectivemass and spring coefﬁcients for (a) the lossless case and (b) the lossy casewith the damping
coefﬁcient ofCS=0.8.
Figure 5.Mass–spring system of theﬁnite spin-harnessedmetamaterial.
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‐ for the 1st unit cell
u
W
B
k
u
W
A
k
u
1
det
1
cos 1
det
cos
. 21L1
0
1
0
2
a a= - + -⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
‐ for the nth unit cell ( n N2 1  - )
u
W
A
k
u
W
B
k
u a
1
det
cos 1
det
1
cos
, 22n
R
n n1
0
1
0a a= - + -- -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
u
W
B
k
u
W
A
k
u b
1
det
1
cos 1
det
cos
. 22n
L
n n
0 0
1
a a= - + - +
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
‐ and for theﬁnalmassM (theNthmass),
u
W
A
k
u
W
B
k
u
1
det
cos 1
det
1
cos
. 23N
R
N N1
0
1
0a a= - + -- -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
Substituting equations (21)–(23) into equations (18a), (19a), (20) yield:
‐ for the 1st unit cell
Mu k
k
W
B
W
u
A
W
u
det
cos
det
cos
det
. 242 1
0
1
0
2w a a- = - + - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
‐ for the nth unit cell ( n N2 1  - )
Mu k
k
W
B
W
u
A
W
u u2
2
det
2 cos
det
cos
det
. 25n n n n2
0 0
1 1w a a- = - + - - ++ -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( ) ( )
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‐ for theﬁnalmassM (Nthmass)
Mu k
k
W
B
W
u
A
W
u
det
cos
det
cos
det
. 26N N N2
0 0
1w a a- = - + - + - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
If a symbol denoting the displacement ratioU u un
n
n n1 1=- -/ is introduced, it will bemore convenient to
obtain the transmission ratio. To this end, equation (25) is re-written as
k
k
W
B
W
M u
A
W
u u2
2
det
2 cos
det
cos
det
. 27n n n
0
2
0
1 1
a w a- + - = - ++ -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( ) ( )
Dividing both sides of equation (27) by un 1- yields
k
k
W
B
W
M
u
u
A
W
u
u
2
2
det
2 cos
det
cos
det
1 . 28n
n
n
n
0
2
1
0
1
1
a w a- + - = - +
-
+
-
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
Using the relation u u u u u u U U ,n n n n n n n
n
n
n
1 1 1 1
1
1= ´ =+ - + - + -/ / / the following equation can be obtained:
k
k
W
B
W
M
A
W
U U
A
W
2
2
det
2 cos
det
cos
det
cos
det
. 29n
n
n
n
0
2
0
1
1
0a w a a- + - + = -+ -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
From equation (29), one can show thatUn
n
1- is related toUnn 1+ as
U
A
k W k B M W A U
cos
2 det 2 2 cos det cos
. 30n
n
n
n1
0
0 2 0 1
a
a w a= - - + - +- +˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
Equation (30) suggests thatUn
n 1+ (orUnn 21-- ) is needed to calculateU .nn 1- Accordingly, eitherU12 orUNN 1- should
be known, in order to calculate u uN 1∣ ∣/ by using the recurrence formula. Here, wewill calculateUNN 1- explicitly
to start the recurrence formula. (Obviously, one can proceed to use the recurrence formulawhenU1
2 is known.)
By rewriting equation (26) as
k
k
W
B
W
M u
A
W
u
det
cos
det
cos
det
, 31N N
0
2
0
1
a w a- + - = - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
one can obtain the explicit formula forUN
N
1- as
U
A
k W k B M W
cos
det cos det
. 32N
N
1
0
0 2
a
a w= - - + -- ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
As can be seen in equation (32),UN
N
1- is a function of the knownparameters only. Therefore, one can calculate
UN
N
1- from equation (32), and by repeating the same process, all other terms (UNN 21-- U ,NN 32-- K,U23 andU12) can be
calculated from equation (30). Finally, thewave transmission ratio can be calculated analytically as
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
U U U U U... ... , 33N N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
i
N
n
n
1 1
1
2
3
2
2
1
1 2
1
2
3
1
2
2
1= = =
-
-
-
- --
=
-∣ ∣∣ ∣ ∣ ∣∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
or, in decibel scale
T
u
u
u
u
u
u
U20 log ... 20 log . 34N
N i
N
n
n
dB
Theory
10
2
1
3
2 1
10
2
1= =
- =
-
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟∣ ∣ ( )
Figure 6 shows the numerically calculatedwave transmission TdB
Theory for themass–spring system consisting
of 2 and 4 unit cells. Here, the same unit cell considered inﬁgure 3 is used in the analytic calculation, i.e., the
metamaterial is shown to have a Bragg gap from0Hz to f1Hz, pass band from f1Hz to f2Hz and band gap above
f2Hz. It can be seen that the ﬁnitemetamaterial system also exhibits samewave characteristics predicted by the
inﬁnitemetamaterial system; very lowwave transmission from0Hz to f1Hz and above f2Hz is observed for both
Figure 6.Thewave transmission calculated analytically for damping coefﬁcientsCS=0.8 andCS=0.8 for themetamaterial systems
consisting of (a) 2 unit cells and (b) 4 unit cells.
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2 and 4 unit cell cases, and relatively highwave transmission can be seen from f1Hz to f2Hz. This shows that the
zero-frequency Bragg gap from0Hz to f1Hz can be effectively formedwithﬁnitemetamaterial structures.
Furthermore, ﬁgure 6 also shows thewave transmission change for various damping coefﬁcient. As can be
seen inﬁgure 6, the damping coefﬁcient value affects the vibration transmissionmainly in the pass bands, not in
the stop bands. This is due to the fact that the effect of damping is different depending on the frequency range. In
the pass band, waves can bewell transmitted through each unit cell and thus the damping effect can take place
over thewhole unit cells. In the stop bands, however, waves cannot propagate through the system so that wave
energy ismostly conﬁned near the directly actuated unit cell. Accordingly, the damping effect inﬂuences the
system very locally near the excitation point. This results also suggest that the formation of the zero-frequency
Bragg gapwhichwas validatedwith undamped case can also be extended to the damped case.
3.Numerical and experimental validation
To validate our idea, a new spin-harnessedmetamaterial is designed and numerical and experimental
investigations are carried out. Among variousmetamaterials possible fromour newmechanism, ﬁgure 7(a)
shows the actual spin-harnessedmetamaterial considered in this work for the numerical and experimental
investigation. Since the actual spin-harnessedmetamaterial is somewhat complicated, the role of each part is
explained.
1.Main body: It acts as a lumpedmassM in the mass–spring system. To ensure that it behaves as a rigid body,
it ismade of steel (SM45C). Themotion of themain body corresponds to the displacement un of themass–
spring system shown inﬁgure 2.
2.Main link: This part acts as the spinning massm. It can move along the x-direction and also rotate about its
center in the plane. Due to its slender shape, it has not onlymassm but also inertia Im. Due to the same
reason in themain body, it ismade of steel (SM45C).
3. Spring: It is used to store elastic energy and represents the spring k in the mass–spring system shown in
ﬁgure 2.Here, a springwith the stiffness value of 2000 Nm−1 is considered (WL14-35,Misumi).
Figure 7. (a) Schematics of the actual spin-harnessedmetamaterial considered in this work and (b) the detailed components of the
actualmetamaterial.
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4. Connector: This part connects the spring and the linkage part. Tominimize the undesirable deformation of
the connector, it ismade of aluminum (A601) having low density but high stiffness. Themovements of the
connectors are denoted by un
R and un
L in themass–spring system shown inﬁgure 2.
5. Side link: Themain role of the side link is to connect the connector and themain link. Because it ismade of a
light plasticmaterial (MC-nylon), it is assumed tomake no contribution to themass and stiffness of the
system.
With the geometric parameters shown inﬁgure 7(b) and thematerials given above, the actual spin-harnessed
metamaterial can be considered as themass–spring system inﬁgure 2with the following parameters;
M a0.4168 kg, 35= ( )
m b0.2250 kg, 35= ( )
I c6945 cm , 35m 4= ( )
k d2000 N m , 351= - ( )
e45 , 350a =  ( )
a f4.5 cm, 35= ( )
D g15.4 cm. 35= ( )
Fromourmechanism developed in section 2, the spin-harnessedmetamaterial is expected to have a stop band
from0Hz to f k m2 2 21.22 Hz,1 p= =/ / a pass band from f 21.22 Hz1 = to
f k m M mM2 2 26.33 Hz2 p= + =( )/ / and a stop band above f 26.33 Hz.2 = Based on the information,
the formation of stop and pass bandswill be numerically and experimentally checked bymeasuring thewave
transmission deﬁned in equation (34) for theﬁnite spin-harnessedmetamaterial system.
3.1. Numerical investigation on the proposed spin-harnessedmetamaterial.
Figure 8(a) shows the numericalmodeling to simulate thewave transmission. For the numerical simulation, the
COMSOLMultibodyDynamicsModulewas used. Since themain body,main link and side link are signiﬁcantly
stiffer than the spring part, theyweremodeled as rigid bodies. Also, the spring part was considered as a
viscoelasticmaterial having complex-valued Young’smodulus to take the damping effect into consideration. To
consider the complicated connections in the spin-harnessedmetamaterial, two kinds of joint conditionswere
used; a prismatic joint conditionwas used to guarantee the one-dimensionalmotion along the x-direction and a
hinge joint was used to allow each part to rotate freely.
For actuation, theﬁrstmain bodywas excited at an amplitude of 0.2mm. Then, vibration analysis (time-
harmonic analysis)was carried out at various frequencies. After the simulationwas completed, the x directional
displacement of the thirdmain body (denoted as u3)was normalizedwith respect to that of theﬁrstmain body
Figure 8. (a)Numerical simulationmodel of the actual spin-harnessedmetamaterial, (b) analytically and numerically calculatedwave
transmission, (c)wavemotions at various actuation frequencies.
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(denoted as u1). Finally, thewave transmissionwas calculated asT u u20 log .dB
Simulation
10 3 1= ∣ ∣/ If u3= u1, for
instance, the transmission is calculated to be 0.Note that since the simulation is based on the vibration
simulation, i.e., both the incident and reﬂectedwaves exist in the simulation result, u3 can be larger than u1 and
TdB can be larger than 0.
Figure 8(b) shows thewave transmission calculated by the numerical simulation and by the analytic
calculation. Very good agreements can be observed between the two results, justifying our analytic investigation.
From the analytic and numerical results, it can be clearly seen that thewave transmission is extremely low at very
low frequencies which correspond to the Bragg gap frequencies (below 21.22Hz). Also, signiﬁcantly highwave
transmission ismeasured around the frequency range from21 to 26Hz, which corresponds to the pass band of
the spin-harnessedmetamaterial (from21.22 to 26.33Hz).
Note that in theCOMSOLMultibodyDynamicsModule, the geometric nonlinearity (the effect of the angle
change in the linkage part) is considered, while our analytic equationwas derived based on the linear
assumption. The geometric nonlinearity effects can bemore signiﬁcant at high frequencies because the
rotationalmotion of themetamaterial becomes signiﬁcant. However, two results agreewell as shown in
ﬁgure 8(b), indicating the geometric nonlinearity can be ignored if themagnitude of the actuation displacement
is not very large. In addition, the simulation results show that the spin-harnessedmetamaterial based on our new
mechanism can effectively provide a stop band onlywith two unit cells.
Figure 8(c) shows the numerical simulation results of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial at the frequencies of
18, 23 and 28Hz.Note that 18 and 28Hz belong to the stop band, while 23Hz, to the pass band. At 18Hz, the
ﬁrstmain bodymoves along the positive x-direction and themain link rotates clockwise. Due to the spinning
motion of themain link, almost no longitudinal wave is transmitted through the secondmass, resulting in
extremely low vibration transmission. This dynamicmotion can also explain why the analytically calculated
effective stiffness of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial becomes almost zero in the frequency belonging to the
stop band.
On the other hand, the dynamicmotion at 23Hz is somewhat different from that at 18Hz. At 23Hz, the
motion of themain link is dominated by the translationalmotion along the x-direction, rather than the spinning
motion as observed at 18Hz; in the frequency range of the optical branch, the translationalmovement of the
lightermass becomes signiﬁcant and due to this translationalmotion, the longitudinal wave can be transmitted
through the system. Accordingly, highwave transmission is observed in the optical frequency range.
At 28Hz,ﬁgure 8(c) shows that the spinningmotion dominates themotion of themain link again,
preventing the longitudinal wave transmission through the spin-harnessedmetamaterial. However, the detailed
spinning behavior is different from that observed at 18Hz. At 18Hz, both themain body and linkmove along
the positive x-direction but at 28Hz, themain bodymoves along the positive x-directionwhile themain link
moves along the negative x-direction. This shows that themotion of themain link at 18Hz is dominated only by
the spinningmotion, while at 28Hz, both the translation and spinningmotion dominate themain link.
3.2. Experimental investigation on the proposed spin-harnessedmetamaterial.
To experimentally validate the formation of a Bragg gap starting from zero or a very low frequency, the spin-
harnessedmetamaterial system is fabricated as inﬁgure 9. To ensure dominant longitudinal wavemotion along
the x direction, the spin-harnessedmetamaterial systemwas installed on a linearmotion guide. Note that the
spin-harnessedmetamaterial is designed to have f 21.22 Hz1 = and f 26.33 Hz.2 =
Based on the fabrication, the detailed experimental setting is shown in ﬁgure 9. For the actuation of a
longitudinalmotion, a vibration shaker (Modal exciter type 4809, Bruel &Kjaer)was connected to the left side of
the spin-harnessedmetamaterial system shown inﬁgure 9. Sinewaveswith an amplitude of 2.56mmat
actuation frequencies varying from3 to 31Hzwere excited and the longitudinal displacement (u1) of theﬁrst
heaviermass (M) at the excitation point was recorded. At the right side of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial
system, the longitudinal displacement (u3) of the third heaviermass along the x axis wasmeasured by using a
laser vibrometer (OFV-551, Polytec).
Figure 10(a) shows themeasured displacements u1 and u3 at various frequencies. To eliminate noise from
themeasured signals,measurements were repeated and averagedmore than 20 times for each actuation
frequency and post-processedwith the Fourier transformation as shown inﬁgure 10(b). Themeasurements
were carried out under steady state conditions, implying that the actual experiments were vibration
experiments. Using themeasured experimental data, thewave transmission ratiosT u udB
Experiment
3 1= ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣/ were
estimated for each frequency. Note that the dispersion curve and effectivematerial parameters cannot be
calculated from the current experiments. However, the experimental results can be used to investigate the actual
frequency range of the stop band.
Figure 10(c) compares thewave transmission obtained by analytical, numerical, and experimentalmethods
for awide range of frequencies. To obtain the analytical and numerical results, the damping value ofCS=1.8,
estimated from the experimentallymeasured vibration response, is used. As shown inﬁgure 10(c), the
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transmission ratios calculated by differentmethods agreewell with each other, except at frequencies over 25Hz.
Figure 10(c) clearly shows that relatively low vibration transmission occurs for f f0 21.22 Hz1  = and
f f26.33 Hz2 = while relatively high transmission occurs between f 21.22 Hz1 = and f 26.33 Hz.2 =
Figure 9.Photo of the fabricated spin-harnessedmetamaterial and experimental setup.
Figure 10. (a)Themeasured displacements u1 and u3 at various frequencies, (b) the Fourier spectra of themeasured displacement u3
for various frequencies and (c) the comparison of the analytical, numerical and experimental wave transmission ratios, u u .3 1∣ ∣ ∣ ∣/
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Indeed, the formation of a low-transmission frequency zone below f 21.22 Hz1 = is a clear indication of the
formation of a stop band in a very low frequency range.
The discrepancy between the experimental and the numerical/analytical results at frequencies higher than
25Hz ismainly due to nonlinear effects resulting from large displacement/deformation of the components
comprising the spin-harnessedmetamaterial system. As the actuation frequency becomes higher (while the
magnitude of the input displacement ﬁxed), the increased inertia force causes larger displacement/deformation.
In fact, the change in the geometric conﬁguration of the linkage part became so large that the experiment was
almost impossible at the frequencies higher than 32Hz. To check any adverse effect of nonlinear behavior
originating from the geometric change in the linkage part at other frequencies, ﬁgure 10(b) is prepared. If the
nonlinearity is signiﬁcant, frequency components other than the single excitation frequency would be observed
from themeasured signal u3. However,ﬁgure 10(b) conﬁrms that themost dominant frequency component in
u3 is the excitation frequencywhile themagnitudes of other frequency components appearing in u3 are small
comparedwith that of the excitation frequency component. This validates our linear assumption for analytical
dispersion analysis. However, the amplitude of the actuated frequency component was taken from u3 in
calculating thewave transmission.
4. Conclusion
Through this study, we established a newmechanism that can form aBragg gap starting from zero or a very low
frequency. Speciﬁcally, we showed that the zero-frequency Bragg gap can be formed if a spinmotion is coupled
with themain longitudinal wavemotion of a lightermass in a diatomicmass–spring system. Spinmotion can be
harnessed to the lightermassm of a diatomicmass–spring systemby installing two skew-symmetrically attached
linkages tom, making zero elastic deformation in the springs of the system at the lower band-edge frequency of
the Bragg gap. The theoretical analysis showed that the lower band-edge frequency becomes zero if the spin
motion is properly harnessed. The simulations and actual experiments conﬁrmed that a Brag gap covering 0–21
Hz can be formed by using the spin-harnessedmetamaterial systemmade of a relatively small-period unit cell
(15.4 cm).
The proposedmechanism to form a zero- (or low-) frequency Bragg gap is expected to be a newway tomake
various low-frequencywave controlling devices. Especially, because a traditionalmechanism to form aBragg
gap for low-frequency applications would require a large-sized structure, the proposed spin-harnessed
metamaterial system could be an alternative to form a broad low-frequency stop band. Besides, the proposed
mechanism gives us an insight into a new type of low-frequency vibration isolation devices.
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Appendix
A1. Effect of the initial folding for spin-harnessedmetamaterial
Since the spin-harnessedmetamaterial has zero stiffness at the static limit, it is unstable and there is a possibility
that any nonzero initial force can change the initial conﬁguration of the spinningmass due to the folding, as
illustrated inﬁgure A1. In this case, the dynamic characteristics, such as the dispersion curve or the Bragg gap
frequencies,may be different from those considered in section 2. Therefore, wewill investigate if the effect of the
initial folding conﬁguration is signiﬁcant.
First, consider the initially folded linkage structure shown in the left illustration ofﬁgure A1 (b)with the
folding conﬁguration parameters ,FC 0a a¹ FC0 0q q¹ and 2.b p¹ / From the geometry, one can derive the
following relation:
b a L a L
1
2
cos . A12 FC
2
2
FC FC
0q= + -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )
If the spinningmotion changes the length aFC and the angle FC
0q by aD and ,nq respectively, as shown in the right
illustration ofﬁgure A1(b), the following relation holds
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b a a L a a L
1
2
cos . A2n2 FC 2
2
FC FC
0q q= + D + - + D -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Combining equations (A1) and (A2) yields
a L a L a a L
a a L
1
2
cos
1
2
cos . A3n
FC
2
2
FC FC
0
FC
2
2
FC FC
0
q
q q
+ - = + D +
- + D -
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( )
( ) ( ) ( )
One can re-write equation (A3) as
a L a a a aLcos cos 2 cos . A4n nFC FC
0
FC
0
FC
2
FC
0q q q q q- - = D + D - D -[ ( ) ] ( ) ( )
The cosine terms in the left side of equation (A4) can be combined as
a L a a a
aL
2 cos 2 sin 2 2
cos . A5
n n
n
FC FC
0
FC
2
FC
0
q q q
q q
- = D + D
- D -
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
/ /
With the small deformation assumption such that a 0,2D ~ cos 2 cosnFC0 FC0q q q- ~( )/ and
sin 2 2,n nq q~( )/ / equation (A5) reduces to
a L a a Lcos 2 cos . A6n FC FC
0
FC FC
0q q q= D -( ) ( )
Finally, one can derive the following equation
a L
a L
a
a L
a L
u u
F u u
2 cos
cos
2 cos
cos
, A7
n n
R
n
L
n
R
n
L
FC FC
0
FC FC
0
FC FC
0
FC FC
0
FC
q qq
q
q=
- D = - -
= -
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
where the parameter FFC is deﬁned as F a L a L2 cos cos .FC FC FC
0
FC FC
0q q= -( )/ This equation shows that the
effect of the initial folding is that the parameter F is replaced by FFC.
Using the relations derived above, one can derive the equation ofmotion as
‐ themass partM
M
u
t
k u u u C
t
u u u a
d
d
2
d
d
2 . A8n n
R
n
L
n s n
R
n
L
n
2
2 1 1
= + - + + -- -( ) ( ) ( )
‐ the linkage partm (for x directional longitudinalmotion and spinning)
Figure A1. (a)Mass–spring system of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial and (b) the geometric change of the linkagemechanismhaving
a different initial folding conﬁguration. The folding conﬁguration is described by ,FCa aFC and .FC0q
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In the springs, the following relationsmust hold
T k u u
t
u u dcos C
d
d
, A8n
L
n n
L
s n n
L
FCa = - + -( ) ( ) ( )
T k u u
t
u u ecos C
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d
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R
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By comparing equations (A8a)–(A8e)with equations (8a), (8b), (8c) and equations (9a), (9b), one can see that
they are identical if one replaces the parametersα0, L and FwithαFC, L sin b and FFC, respectively. Thus, the
dispersion relation and the effectivematerial parameters for the initially-folded spin-harnessedmetamaterial
can be easily obtained by using equations (16) and (17)with replacing the parameters properly:
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In calculating the dispersion relation for the folded case, we note that aFC andαFC are related to each other as
a b a b L a2 cos 2 . A10FC
2 2
FC FC
2a+ - = ( ) ( )/
Also, the angleβ deﬁned at the initially folded state can be calculated from aFC andαFC as:
L a
b
2 sin sin
. A10
FC
FC
a b= ( )
Figure A2 plots the dispersion curves, effectivemass and spring coefﬁcients for various initial folded
structures withαFC values. (For thisﬁgure, the lossless conditionwas used to clearly demonstrate the effects of
αFC.)Here, the same parameters shown in equation (35)were used except theα
0 and a values. Interestingly, one
can see that the upper edge frequency of the ﬁrst Bragg gap, 21.22Hz, is little affected by the initial folding
parametersαFC, while the lower edge frequency of the secondBragg gap is highly affected by them. In fact, the
upper edge frequency of theﬁrst Bragg gap, which is themain topic in this research, is not a function of the initial
folding parameters.
To discuss the phenomenon occurring at the upper edge frequency of the ﬁrst Bragg gap, it is noted that the
upper edge frequency of theﬁrst Bragg gap and the lower edge frequency of the secondBragg gap correspond to
inﬁnite or negative-inﬁnite effective stiffnessKeff. To explain this, we note that K A Wcos deteff FC FC FCa= - ˜/
becomes inﬁnite or negative-inﬁnite when Wdet 0,FC =˜ implying that
W
B
k
A
k
det 1
cos cos
0. A11FC
FC FC
2
FC FC
2a a= - - =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠˜ ( )
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After some calculation, one can show the solution (ω) to equation (A11) satisﬁes the following equation:
m
k
I F
kL
1
2
1
2 cos
sin
0. A12m
2 2
FC FCw w a
b- - =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
Solving equation (A12), one can derive
k m aThe upper edge freq. of the 1st Bragg gap: 2 , A132w = ( )/
kL I F bThe lower edge freq. of the 2nd Bragg gap: sin cos . A13m2 FC FCw b a= ( )/
Equations (A13a) and (A13b) show that the upper edge frequency of the ﬁrst Bragg gap is a function of the
spring andmass coefﬁcient only, while the lower edge frequency of the secondBragg gap is a function of several
parameters including FFC and FCa that varywith the initial folding parameters (aFC and FCa ). As ourmain
interest in this research is on the ﬁrst Bragg gap formed at zero or extremely low frequencies, the analysis in this
section shows that the Bragg gap formed by the spin-harnessedmetamaterial is very robust and not signiﬁcantly
affected by the initial folding condition. This can be an advantage if one considers to apply the spin-harness
metamaterial approach in various low-frequency vibration shielding applications.
A2. Stabilizing the spin-harnessedmetamaterial
Although the spin-harnessedmetamaterial can provide a broad Bragg gap in an extremely low frequency range,
it cannot sustain any static force since the spin-harnessedmetamaterial has a zero stiffness at the static limit.
Therefore, some special treatment is neededwhen the spin-harnessedmetamaterial system is used in actual
applications for vibration or noise shielding. There can be variousways to stabilize the spin-harnessed
metamaterial, such as connecting the heaviermassM and the lightermassm by an additional spring. Here, we
will consider amethod based on elastic foundation [26, 27] for stabilization. Figure A3(a) shows the spinning
mass–spring systemwith an elastic foundation spring of stiffnessG. The springG is newly introduced between
the heaviermassM and an external ﬁxed boundary. Obviously, the use ofG stabilizes the system, i.e., a static
force applied to the system is responded by the springG. The question is howmuch it affects the formed
Bragg gap.
For the analysis, we note that the springG affects the effectivemass coefﬁcient at extremely low frequencies
around the static limit [26, 27]. In this case, the effectivemass of the elastically-supported spinningmass–spring
can bewritten as
M M
G
, A14Geff eff 2w= - ( )
whereMeff is the effectivemass coefﬁcient of the spin-harnessedmetamaterial deﬁned in equation (17). As can
be seen in equation (A14), the additional termof G 2w- / is introduced due to the springG.
Figure A3(c) plots the dispersion curve, effectivemass and spring coefﬁcients of the elastically-supported
spinningmass–spring system. The springG contributes tomake the effectivemass coefﬁcient negative at a very
low frequency range, as reported in the previous researches [26, 27]. Accordingly, a new stop band is formed
from0Hz to f3Hz; this stop band originates from the single negativematerial parameter (more speciﬁcally,
Figure A2.The dispersion curve, effectivemass and spring coefﬁcients for various FCa of 37°, 41°, 43°, 49° and 57°. Note that in our
numerical and experimental investigation, 450a =  is used.
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negativemass and positive stiffness) so that it is not a Bragg gap.However, the comparison of the dispersion
curves inﬁgures A3(b) and (c) shows that the upper edge frequency of the Bragg gap, f1, is almost unaltered by
the presence of the springG. Furthermore, the pass band generated around f3 is almost ﬂat. Becausewave
propagation in aﬂat branch is highly affected by damping, thewhole frequency range below f1 can practically
work as a stop band.Here, we emphasize that only a narrow stop band from0Hz to f3Hzwould be formed if the
spin-harnessedmetamaterial were not used. The analysis in section shows that a broad, extremely low-
frequency stop band can be formed stably if the spin-harnessedmetamaterial with elastic foundation is used.
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